THE ADVENTURES OF

world wine tour // Travel Log No.2

In this second installment of The Adventures of
Georges and Anja, our traveling duo make their
way to Russia in search of delicious wines and
whatever other fermented beverages they can get
their hands on. Fermented horse milk anyone?

GEORGES AND ANJA'S JOURNEY WILL TAKE THEM TO
WINERIES IN REGIONS ALL OVER THE WORLD, INCLUDING:

Russia
Mongolia
China
Thailand
Vietnam
Singapore
India
South Africa
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Australia
New Zealand
Chile
Argentina
Uruguay
Brazil
California
British Columbia

Ontario
New York
Portugal
Spain
Italy
France
The Netherlands

It’s hard to describe the feelings we
had while sitting those first few days
in the train traveling a segmented
journey from the Netherlands to
China and embarking on a year long
trip which we felt we had spent a
lifetime preparing for, though for
which we quite suddenly felt wholly
unprepared. What could we expect?
Who would we meet? How smoothly
would it all go? Well, how smoothly
would we want such a thing to go?
Now, sitting in Beijing reminiscing
on what we have encountered (about
five days of train, three countries,
one food poisoning, and a whole lot
of degrees below freezing), we have
a brief interlude of time in a (finally)
warm hostel room to collect and
write about our thoughts. Ironically,
many of our first encounters that are
popping back up seem indeed to be
quite beverage-based.
With Moscow as the starting place
for our world tour collecting wine
bottles for a charity auction, we have
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World Wine Tour 2010 is A year-long endeavor taking
Georges Janssens and Anja Cheriakova around the
world collecting wine bottles for an auction in
2011 benefiting the Lao Rehabilitation Foundation
Inc, which is currently building an aqueduct to
bring water to a village with over 500 inhabitants.

Georges and Anja at the Red
Square in Moscow, Russia

had the privilege to meet and taste
with wine importer Legenda Kryma
which supplies the Russian wine
sector. Focusing on the Krim region
of Ukraine, Legenda Kryma has
kicked off our fundraising project
quite generously with the donation
of three especially legendary wines
going towards our auction. A
sparkling wine, officially deemed
‘the original Russian Champagne,’
a sweet Muscat coming from a
winery whose first vintage was in
1836 making it the first wine of
Russia, and finally, a semi-sweet
whose label itself is veiled in
legends of murder and redemption.
Crossing Siberia then brought
us to what you might have been
expecting from our presence in
Russia: vodka. When chatting with
a Siberian woman on our three day
train ride about why we can’t seem

With our train’s final destination
being Beijing, for us to continue
in our project and meet with
Chinese wineries generous to
donate wines for our auction,
we made a one day pit stop in
Mongolia’s capital Ulaan-Bataar.
Our goal there was simply to
try the three most famous drink
specialties of the country: sea
buckthorn berry wine, fermented
horse milk, and fermented camel
milk. With our quick-dry towel
serving as our on-the-road
backdrop for the photo, we invite
you to see what culture shock
awaited our lost in translation
taste buds.
With tasting notes for an
unconventional tasting, we’ll
mention that the horse milk,
when first opened, smells very
strong of fermentation, as a home
beer brewer’s garage might in end
stages of his craft. This pleasant

Seabuckthorn berry wine

Fermented
horse milk
Fermented
camel milk

culture shock culprits

alcohol

volume

price

Seabuckthorn Berry Wine

16%

0.5L

$2.00

Fermented Horse Milk

~5%

1L

$4.50

Fermented Camel Milk

~3%

0.3L

$1.50
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to find much wine out in the -30
degree Celsius weather, she said
vodka is not only just a tradition
for other drinks to overcome, but
it is also a true mentality of the
people. Indeed, better than any
Merino-wool knitted long-johns
or piping hot Glühwein, a cold
shot of vodka warms strait to the
core. If for whatever reason that
doesn’t do the trick, locals have
concocted another drink even
more potent than that: “samagon”.
Distilled from fermented apples,
berries, leftover jams, and actually
just anything sweet that thirsty
Siberians can get their hands
on. “Sam” is known as the most
popular alcoholic drink in Siberia.
It reaches alcohol levels of
between 80 and 90 percent (160 to
180 proof). When we tasted it, we
soon saw why it’s always chased
by pickles, the only worthy chaser
for Siberians (though OJ seemed
popular too).

Several of the Russian/Ukrainian wines tasted with Legenda Kryma

odor though fades fast under closer
inspection and makes way for a less
appealing invasion of what rancid
goat’s milk (we assume) might
smell like. Its taste too is beer-like,
though maybe best described as a
combination of sour milk and apple
cider, and the conclusion from the
short lasted investigation was that
it’s great to taste unless you happen
to smell it, upon which the horse
definitely comes back and kicks you.
Fermented camel milk had much
less spunk than horse did, and
with less bubbles and more milk,
had a milder taste which Anja
said she could even get used to
eventually. The camel though is
still there, and we think it best
to allow some time to acclimate
before thinking of drinking this
more regularly. The berry wine
proved also a new encounter. In the
Mongolian natural history museum
we learned that seabuckthorn berry
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has “good harmony” and possesses
various vitamins with the oil being
considered good for the human
body. That said, the fact that we’ve
only given a history on the berry
and said nothing for the wine might
hint that there isn’t much else good
to say about it. Oh, though it is a
dessert wine.
Now in China we have had as
much culture shock with food as
Mongolia provided with milk.
Boiled bullfrog, sea cucumber
soup, one year old eggs and pigeons
were no problem, it was the stewed
peacock feet that seemed reluctant
to hold their ground (well at least
for Georges, as Anja took quite a
liking to it!). Far from dissuaded
though, we are quite eager to begin
visiting wineries and to continue
collecting bottles and stories!
Cheers from China,

-Anja and Georges

